Abstract: This article focuses on Badin, North Carolina, a segregated aluminum company town established in the early 1900s and site of a current environmental justice struggle. Racialised industrial toxicity operates through quotidian relations of care, corporate and state claims to innocence, and perversion of pleasurable environments. This affective and materialist inventory illustrates how race and waste intertwined in Badin to make aluminum vital and valuable. Drawing on critical race and postcolonial studies, feminist geopolitics, and science studies, this paper argues that intimacy is a crucial analytic for understanding racial capitalism as a political and ecological project in multiple spheres including the workplace, the home, the community and the landscape.
Introduction
In April 2016, Black residents of Badin, North Carolina and their families gathered at a church in nearby New London to watch professional actors perform a play 1 about "Alcoans", as employees of the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) refer to themselves. In the community dialogue that followed, an audience member shared: I am Raymond. 2 You told my story ... I'm a product of the sickness that you're talking about. I got asbestos in my lungs ... there's a whole lot of other guys in here who's got all sorts of complications. So we didn't escape it, we just lived through some of it.
Somebody now will hopefully understand that Alcoa wasn't who we thought they were. That we went through a lot of heartache, suffering, segregation, to even be a part of Alcoa. We didn't discuss it with nobody ... I think it was shame for a long time. I knew I should have spoke out a whole lot quicker or earlier than I did.
[But] the old people would tell me, going off at the mouth would get the plant closed down, and they depended on it.
For 33 years, Raymond worked at Alcoa's smelting plant in Badin, North Carolina, among the earliest US aluminum company towns. The Badin Works facility smelted primary aluminum from 1917 to 2007. Since its closure, former Alcoans and Badin residents are struggling to make sense of the wreckage of a once hopeful future. Raymond's reflection about an older generation's dependence on the factory references the promise industrialised labour once held for Black Southerners as an escape from the racial regime of sharecropping. That "[they] didn't escape it, [they] just lived through it" speaks to how those who endured industrialisation's slow violence (Nixon 2011) are marked by toxicity, a material manifestation of atmospheric racism (Fanon 2004 ) that produces an environment of fatality. Residues of Badin's wreckage are scattered among home-made scrapbooks and muted recollections of caring for dying family; deposited in arthritic joints, cancerous organs and failing lungs; and disappeared into the neighbouring woods and deceivingly placid waters of Badin Lake. These textual fragments, corporeal debilities and distorted landscapes comprise an intimate inventory of the unreasonable calculus of aluminum production. "Intimate inventory" describes Dionne Brand's poetics, which trace "how the ghosts of slavery and those of capitalist ideologies have become intertwined in [our] very subjectivities and bodies" (Brydon 2007:996) . Following Brand, I construct an intimate inventory of one node of 20 th century racial capitalism, exploring how race and waste intertwined in Badin to produce aluminum as vital and valuable. The "nature" of racialised industrial toxicity is complicated by modernity's racial logics that deem racialised beings "inhuman" alongside nonhuman species in Western science, law and philosophy (Jackson 2013; Mawani 2014) . Plantation slavery was a laboratory for studying and managing "unruly natures"-including both the US South's sub-tropical environment, and slaves, exploited as scientific test subjects requiring intervention (Rusert 2010) . Chattel slavery's illogic extends into the present, positioning Blackness as the boundary between humanness and nonhumanness (Hartman 2007; Wynter 1994 ). Nature itself is weaponised for anti-Blackness: in the ball and chain of forced agriculture, in the brutal spectacle of the lynching tree, and in the erasure of Black places following hurricanes (Giroux 2007; Johnson and Bowker 2004; Wright 2018 ). Yet glimpses of alternate ecological relations continue to manifest in Black poetics and spatial practices (Finney 2014; McKittrick and Woods 2007; Posmentier 2017; Vasudevan and Kearney 2016) .
Intimacy offers an embodied political ecology (Doshi 2016 ) of racial capitalism, interrupting liberalism's erasures (Lowe 2015; Sharpe 2010) . In "Racial Geopolitics", I bring together feminist geopolitics, critical race and (post)colonial studies to describe the affective terrain of US Black geographies. In "Toxic Ecologies", I read critical race theory alongside science studies to frame toxicity as a materialisation of atmospheric racism. I argue that industrial toxicity produces an intimate monstrosity that complicates Black subjects' relationship to racial oppression. Rupturing this monstrosity requires tracing the ghosts of past violence through the intimacy of racialised politics and toxic ecologies.
Racial Geopolitics
Imperial, colonial and state power are consolidated through intimate geographies of home, household, family, body, sexuality and emotion (Massaro and Williams 2013; Oswin and Olund 2010) . As racial hierarchies emerged through colonialism's banal intimacies, the affective terrain-the intangible, latent and invisiblebecame a key site of governance and resistance (Bear 2007; Stoler 2002) . State and subjects alike contest territory, genealogy and belonging through intimate politics (Smith 2012) , particularly minoritised populations negotiating internalised oppression (Puar 2017) .
Such affective dynamics shape US Black geographies (McKittrick and Woods 2007) , alternately assaulted and neglected by a racial state (Pulido 2017) . Black post-slave subjects face a "corporeal predicament" (McKittrick 2017) , pulled between chattel slavery's obdurate afterlife that equates Blackness with nonhumanity (Hartman 2007; Wynter 1994) , and "struggles to assert and reinvent black humanity as fantastic" (McKittrick 2017:98) . Buoyed by abolition and civil rights' nominal gains, Black subjects invested in capitalism's cruel optimism (Berlant 2011) experience the paradox of "monstrous intimacies", where violations are "reinscribed as consent and affection: intimacies that involve shame and trauma and their transgenerational transmission" (Sharpe 2010:4) .
Reconceptualised through affect, racism is rendered atmospheric (Fanon 2004) , "an all-encompassing and dynamic force field that distributes life and death unevenly" (Mawani 2015:3) , producing racialised populations as surplus. Toxic accumulations sediment racial biopolitics into the earth, a cartography of whose bodies count (Guthman and Brown 2016) . State failure to redress racialised toxic exposure despite decades of environmental justice organising (Pulido et al. 2016) suggests that toxicity reproduces neo-colonial oppression (Bagelman and Wiebe 2017) through "organized abandonment" (Gilmore 2008) . In this racialised riskscape, Black futurity is endlessly deferred by governance strategies reinscribing Black bodies 3 as pathological (Mitchell 2010; Smith and Vasudevan 2017 ) and a threat to be contained (Grimmer 2017) . Below, I describe how toxicity materially imprints racial geopolitics into Black bodies and ecologies.
Toxic Ecologies
Racially uneven development disproportionately exposes Black communities to municipal, agricultural and industrial toxicity (Bullard et al. 2007; Wilson et al. 2011; Wing et al. 2000) . As racial ecologies (Fanon 2004 ) of poisoned air, water and land, Black geographies are environments of corporeal insecurity (Dillon and Sze 2016) . Such forms of slow violence (Nixon 2011) "that kill quietly, outside An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste the spectacular time of crisis" (Ahuja 2015:372) , recompose human corporeality through intimate relations with "strange kin" (ibid.) including non-human species and inorganic matter. Toxins function as animate molecular agents (Chen 2012) that materialise atmospheric racism through the transcorporeal interactions of chemical molecules and biological matter (Alaimo 2010) , perpetuating a "necropolitics of debility" (Puar 2009 ), an indirect and diffuse rule by violence. Imperceptible to human senses, toxins are notoriously difficult to verify, due to techno-scientific limitations and industrial capitalism's active non-production of knowledge (Roberts and Langston 2008) . Emerging biomedical research on toxicity suggests devastating impacts on Black bodies, ranging from low birth weight and increased prematurity to greater incidence of cardiovascular diseases (Kuzawa and Sweet 2009; Thayer and Kuzawa 2011) . Toxins alter gene expression causing physiological changes, not only in exposed adults but in future generations, through an epigenetic imprint, a biological "memory" of trauma (Sullivan 2013) . As Murphy (2016) poignantly suggests, "past environments are ghosts inside us". Toxins are ghostly agents, haunting Black bodies as a transgenerational inheritance that manifests in chronic illness and premature death (Gilmore 2002) .
The materiality of toxic exposure substantiates longstanding claims of modernity consuming Black life in sugarcane, cotton and steel production alike (Du Bois 2015; Mintz 1985; Toomer 2011) . 4 In what follows, I offer an ethnographic analysis interweaving racial geopolitics and toxic ecologies. Reduced to "flesh" (Spillers 1987) , Black bodies served as lifesource and toxic sink, transforming aluminum from an inert substance into a vital material scaffolding modernity (Sheller 2014 Aluminum smelting generates an abundance of recognised hazardous wastes, including volatile organic compounds, heavy metals such as lead and arsenic, and of particular concern, "spent potliner" (SPL)-industry shorthand for burned out carbon lining from smelting vats that leaches cyanide and fluoride into groundwater (Longest and Arata 2014:5-6) . Alcoa is embroiled in legal/regulatory proceedings with the Duke Environmental Law and Policy Clinic (ELPC), representing the Yadkin Riverkeeper, charging Alcoa with excessive environmental contamination, and a lawsuit against the NC Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) 5 by the Concerned Citizens of West Badin Community (CCWBC), represented by the Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC), for failure to regulate the plant's stormwater discharges, with disproportionate impact on Black residents. My research examines race and waste over Badin's history, using formal and domestic archives, participant observation, and oral history interviews. 6 In the sections that follow, I produce an intimate inventory of racialised toxicity ( Figure 1 ):
1. "Care" traces toxic flows between Badin Works and workers' homes in West Badin; 2. "Innocence" addresses the Alcoa/Badin landfill, located adjacent to West Badin residences and Little Mountain Creek; 3. "Pleasure" focuses on Badin Lake, a key social site and sink for industrial outflows.
Examined through an intimate lens, these sites reveal how racialised toxicity preys on caring relations, blurs culpability, and undermines environmental security.
An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste
Care buildings mechanized with flesh and acreages of tender automobiles. (Brand 2006:7) Naeema and I are in Frank and Myrna's living room where they've lived for 38 years, close enough, Frank says, "to see the lake when the leaves fall off the trees". His parents and sister live next door. Alcoa is a multi-generational affair-both their fathers, several uncles and Frank worked there for 25-30 years-and much more than an employer: "They took care of you. They gave us stuff ... free water ... you could rent real cheap. All the wood frame houses around here that look just alike, those was company homes ... Back then when Alcoa first come, it was real nice."
When I first met Myrna through CCWBC, she was outspoken about contamination, so I am taken aback to hear Alcoa described with fondness. Their tone shifts in discussing the present.
Myrna:"Since they closed the plant, they're not [helping] fund anything going on now ..."
Frank:"They forgot about Badin ... It's heartbreaking, you know? Heartbreaking." to Alcoa, despite the explicit racism of factory and town? How do we understand their loyalty and the corresponding betrayal they feel? During fieldwork, I expected narratives of exploitation, but was confronted everywhere by care. In company towns, filial relations characteristically extend beyond factory walls into aspects of social reproduction, as companies assume responsibility for both welfare and work (Vergara and Dinius 2011). Racism complicates these dynamics, revealing negligence beyond labour exploitation. Here, I analyse how caring for work, families and Alcoa enmeshed Black workers and their families in an apparatus of harm, and why Alcoa's management of labour and town, also expressed as care, complicated Black subjects' ability to hold them responsible. West Badin residents describe industrialisation as "a better way of life", in Tillie Rae's words, than the brutality of sharecropping. Nostalgic recollections of Badin's founding celebrate Alcoa as a generous patron who freed Black workers from the fields. However, Black workers' experiences demonstrate disturbing continuities between field and factory, suggesting an ongoing reformulation of anti-Blackness in 20 th century industrialisation (Rood 2017) . For the first 50 years, Black men were exclusively hired for the most physically demanding and dirtiest jobs, known as "the bull gang": the crew that tended giant steel "pots" in which bauxite ore was melted to extract liquid aluminum. Before an infrastructure update in 1965 (Parker 2016) , potroom work involved manually pounding crust off pots' rims with 12 lb sledgehammers. Joe Black laughed when we asked why they were called the bull gang: "You about had to be a bull to do it. Yeah, it was a tough job." He described a 1980s occupational study of physiological impacts: "They wired us up with monitors, checking [our] heart rate and perspiration ... they couldn't believe we could do that." In the factory's gendered and racial hierarchy, Black men's bodies were valued for their presumed ability to withstand extreme conditions. When white Badin resident Tommy Dean approached Alcoa in 1966 for a position in the bull gang: I was told that was a colored man's job. And I said: "Well, I can do it." And [the manager] said: "No, you can't stand the heat." I talked him into letting me do it ... they were laughing and betting whether I would make it or not.
Daniel, a white Alcoan who curates the Badin Museum, explained to me:
Alcoa actually had fellows out riding the roads to these farms and cotton fields ... they hired the blacks and brought them up here out of cotton fields. They could stand the heat. They had a lot of heat in the pot room. Takes 1300 degrees to melt aluminum, it gets hot, hot, hot.
The illogic that Black bodies "could stand the heat", that white bodies could not, undergirded Alcoa's labour divisions. Black workers were subject to lethal conditions, reflecting early 20 th century eugenics' racialised categorisation of intellectual and physical capacities. Instrumentalised "as an element of a mechanized productive apparatus" (Rood 2017:199) , Black bodies served Alcoa as toxic receptacles and objects of technical experimentation in aluminum smelting's formative years. Forced to labour beyond safe limits, workers developed chronic musculoskeletal conditions (carpal tunnel and arthritis), heat exhaustion and acoustic trauma.
However, beyond such perceivable impacts, the very substance of workers' bodies -their molecular structure and composition-were likely altered over decades of absorbing heat, fumes and chemical dusts. Joe recalled his first year in the potroom:
Only thing you could do was bite on a rag and try to breathe through it ... all coal tar pitch. I worked a year and one day and I was laid off ... blew black stuff out of my nose for a whole year ... I know my lungs got affected.
Joe returned to work at Alcoa for 36 years. Retired involuntarily with asbestosis, he suffers from bronchitis and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) but considers himself lucky for surviving. Disease diagnoses only partially describe the complex transcorporeality (Alaimo 2010) of cells and chemicals, which radically alter biological life (Murphy 2016) . We can only speculate about how chemical agents, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), benzenes, asbestos, fluoride, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), have remade the cells, organ systems and corporeality of the Black bodies that absorbed them. Even as toxic exposure recomposed Black bodies, Black workers gave life to aluminum. Jason's statement that "a lot of the blacks ... gave their blood, sweat, life" to aluminum is more material reality than metaphor (Smith and Katz 1993) . The potroom was a literal crucible, a giant furnace where valuable aluminum was produced "at the cost of laying waste and consuming by disease labour-power itself" (Marx 1992:326) . Endless hours spent "tending to the pots, keeping the fire going, and cleaning crust off the rims" resonate with descriptions of "life's work" (Mitchell et al. 2004) ; here, the objects of care were carbon, iron, and aluminum, and the alchemy that transformed inorganic materials into modernity's vital infrastructures (Sheller 2014) . The infusion of bodily residues into building infrastructures, transportation networks and "acreages of tender automobiles" (Brand 2006:7) perpetuates slavery's reduction of Black bodies to "flesh" (Spillers 1987) , raw material for capitalist profiteering. Framing this material exchange as merely labour exploitation is itself a monstrous intimacy (Sharpe 2010) . For Black workers, caught between sharecropping's explicit bondage and industrial labour's corporeal debility, the illusion of choice has bound them in allegiance to Alcoa, despite knowing that work was a ticket into "the death group". The factory's grasp extended into West Badin homes, transforming occupational hazards into domestic hazards. Toxins carried home exposed women and children responsible for the care labour of washing soiled clothes. Nearly every former Alcoan or family member I spoke with discussed "the laundry situation", including Tillie Rae, now 92: The "laundry situation" is shockingly recent. Alcoa provided uniforms in the mid-1990's after workers became outraged noticing that external contractors required elaborate safety gear. Today, Alcoa's failure to provide basic protectionuniforms and masks-has come to symbolise their blatant disregard. Joe's response, when I asked how the facility had affected his family, reflected a lifetime of unspoken sorrow:
It was really sad that [Alcoa] No medical studies ascertain the extent to which workers' families were impacted by toxicity. What is certain, is that Alcoa knowingly neglected to ensure workers' safety. In her testimony during North Carolina Senate hearings, attorney Mona Lisa Wallace provides compelling evidence of Alcoa's prior knowledge of occupational hazards, including their own medical studies and internal memos admitting to inadequate monitoring and ineffective safety accommodations. Furthermore, Ms Wallace, who represents over 200 Alcoans in occupational injury lawsuits, charged Alcoa with "lack of candor in providing information about the Badin facility" (Wallace 2010:3).
Alcoa's denial of responsibility is a bitter pill to swallow for Black Alcoans who, despite oppressive conditions, cared deeply about their contributions. "We were like a family working down there", Joe told me. The plant and the town mimicked colonial family structures. Ever the benevolent father, Alcoa promised to care for his dependents, albeit differently by race. Company loyalty was nurtured from an early age, as children attended (segregated) school dances financed by Alcoa, visited the plant on field trips, and proudly wore basketball and baseball uniforms with Alcoa's emblem. Both men and women were incorporated through gendered relations of care. West Badin's male providers gained respect by becoming Alcoans, as Raymond described:
I was able to do a lot of things for my kids ... Only thing I knew I was fulfilling a dream ... I had the opportunity to build a nice, nice house. All the things that made a man look like a man. I had access to it through Alcoa. But I didn't know at that particular time that I was selling my soul to the devil.
The very opportunity that allowed them to do "all the things that made a man look like a man" burdens Raymond and others with guilt now, knowing they may have unintentionally exposed their families to toxins. Black women who spent their lives washing clothes not only bear the bodily burden of industrial waste, but the multiple burdens of caring for family, communal life and freedom dreams in the midst of overwhelming death (Hartman 2016) .
Racial capitalism preys upon the very relations of care that people depend when their lives are devalued. Care enrolled Black workers and residents into a toxic network. Care, in the torturous work of keeping aluminum pots live, while heat and stress robbed workers of their vitality. Care, in the unacknowledged An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste labour of washing oil and grime out of clothes, inviting toxins into homes and bodies. Care, in the eyes of old Black men who survived brazen racism, heartbroken by a factory closing. While some hope Alcoa will reopen the plant and provide an economic boost, others, like Raymond, are reckoning with "the everyday mundane horrors" of aluminum production "that are breathed in like air and often unacknowledged to be monstrous" (Sharpe 2010:3) . In the next section, I examine how these monstrous intimacies are normalised in relationship to the Alcoa/Badin landfill, and how toxicity's animacy disrupted this normalisation.
Innocence heavy with our tiredness, solid with our devotion after work we succumbed ... to the science-fiction tales of democracy (Brand 2006:7-8) The roughly 15 people in the church basement greet each other with a comfort born of generational ties. I am attending my first CCWBC meeting with Naeema. Morris introduces us as visitors from the NCEJN who work on environmental racism. We present our proposal for collaborative research, to gather oral histories about life in a company town. Morris opens the discussion-are they interested in telling us their stories? People avoid making eye contact, clearly uncomfortable. Morris' gentle admonishment to interact with us is met by silence.
Standing up suddenly, Roberta declares: "We cannot remain silent anymore! What they have done to us, what they are doing to us, it is wrong! Those men, my daddy and the rest of the daddies and uncles and cousins that worked, they didn't know ... Yeah, they were making money. But that still didn't give them the right to let them work in that stuff without telling 'em. They were dedicated to their jobs. And they were dedicated to killin' them." Visibly upset, voice breaking, she sits. "I think I've said enough." Frances hesitantly asks: "Y'all remember the trash pile? That was something. It was burning and burning, I don't even know for how long. Was it a couple of weeks?" Roberta: "Two months it was! Burning all on its own."
The memories trickle out at first, and build up to a turbulent dialogue. They agree to share their experiences with us. 8 Who is to blame for West Badin's predicament? Following Badin Works' closure, while some residents express outrage at Alcoa and the government for toxic exposure, many insist on Alcoa's goodwill towards the local community. Meanwhile, the trash pile burns in collective memory "all on its own", flagging the latent threat of accumulated toxins adjacent to West Badin homes. In conditions of racialised industrial toxicity, the interplay of social structures, specific actors and non-human agents complicates questions of culpability. In this section, I analyse everyday interactions with the "trash pile", as West Badin residents refer to the Alcoa/Badin landfill, alongside evidence of state and corporate negligence. Enfolded into everyday life, the landfill normalised racial violence and obscured culpability; yet the animacy of toxins disrupted this stasis by exposing the "unrealized lifeworlds that form[ed] the background of the everyday" (Ahuja 2015 The trash pile's dirt, grime, and miscellanea provided endless amusement for children, as Morris laughingly recalled:
You play in it all day and get your clothes dirty, and go home and get fussed ... figure out what you're gonna wear to school the next day.
The trash pile was an unlined solid waste landfill that, for over 70 years, contained household trash from East and West Badin, as well as Badin Works' industrial refuse. Carbon anodes, scrap iron, and bricks from industrial kilns found new life in West Badin's homes through an informal waste economy. It was no accident that the landfill remained fully accessible to West Badin residents, without fencing, sign or other indication of the hazards within. Landfills embody the violence of racialised poverty; regional hierarchies coincide with global value systems, demarcating minoritised populations as society's discard through their proximity to landfills (Pellow 2007) . For these communities, however, landfills are a site of everyday corporeal negotiations with waste materials as they "unbecome" (Gregson and Crang 2010). While scholars argue that waste exceeds containment, presenting a threat to capitalist systems (Gidwani 2013), the intimacy of landfills neutralises waste's disruptive potential. For West Badin's residents, the landfill served as an environmental amenity, an accessible commons and a vital community space. How then does waste become a threat? In the late 1970s, pre-empting federal hazardous waste regulations, Alcoa filled in the landfill and grew grass over it, a common tactic to domesticate waste by merging it with the natural landscape (Vasudevan and Kearney 2016) . "That was when the flame started burning", Frances recalled, "after they had covered it up, growed grass". The fire burned for an extended period-some remember it as several months, others believe it was years. In everyday interactions, sensorial evidence may fail to register the toxicity of ongoing waste An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste decomposition. However, the burning fire, with its visible smoke and sharp smell, drew renewed attention to the seemingly harmless waste, and with it, Alcoa's neglect of West Badin.
Residents describe the landfill "burning on its own", in implicit acknowledgement of inanimate waste's vitality (Chen 2012). It is unclear how the fire began. Alton believes Alcoa started the fire:
... that thing burned a long time. Winter time, summer time, rain, whatever. I kinda figured it out. You know how you bury stuff underground and the gas escapes? And it was smelling so bad. I guess Alcoa lit it and let it burn its way out.
Alcoa's silence regarding the fire suggested to Tillie Rae that residents were being exposed to additional harm through chemical waste burning:
You smelling the smoke and ... ain't nobody told you to move, nobody didn't say nothing ... [Alcoa] were informed, they knew what was going on. But you didn't, the community didn't.
The persistent chemical fire destabilised residents' comfortable intimacy with the landfill, sparking a re-evaluation of their proximity to waste and revealing the toxic materiality of atmospheric racism (Fanon 2004 ) that had long enveloped their everyday lives. These days, as residents face abandonment by the company and the state, the trash pile has taken on new meaning. For Roberta, innocent childhood memories are recast as evidence of the stark disparities structuring Black life:
... that place was a dump ... when we would come back our hands [and] sneakers would be black. But we would ride our bicycles to that trash pile, for recreation ... Whereas, the white folk could go to the country club. They could play golf. Some residents seem embarrassed by their innocence, questioning whether their parents knew more than they shared, while others, like Raymond, increasingly wrestle with feeling responsible:
And we hauled this stuff, you know what I mean? We had to pick in there with our hands. Me and you, Roberta ... We took it up here and dumped it around the corner, we dumped it in the neighbourhood.
As Raymond revealed, Black workers sorting waste with their hands were not only discriminately exposed to toxins without adequate protection, but were made complicit, through their jobs, in exposing the community to toxicity.
While West Badin residents struggle with feeling complicit, Alcoa and the state remain carefully unaccountable. Badin Works was among the most contaminated of Alcoa's 35 US sites listed in their 1992 insurance coverage filing, its remediation estimated to exceed $50 million (Longest and Arata 2014) , and one of three included on the federal Superfund Priority List of the most hazardous sites. Exploiting a regulatory loophole, Alcoa declared itself a "responsible polluter" through an alternate legislation, the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), shifting oversight of Badin Works to Alcoa, in negotiation with the NC DEQ. Through minimal intervention and active collusion, the state and Alcoa have evaded responsibility, reflecting a strategy of organised abandonment (Gilmore 2008) .
A 2003 DEQ survey of waste sites excluded the landfill and avoided consultation with West Badin residents, an egregious negligence given Badin's ongoing segregation. Soil sampling indicates excessive levels of volatile organic compounds, fluoride and cyanide in the wetlands surrounding Little Mountain Creek, adjacent to the landfill (Parker 2016), where Tillie Rae described children joyfully "fishing for little fish, especially when it rains". Duke ELPC attorney Ryke Longest charges Alcoa with circumventing regulatory requirements by establishing groundwater monitors upstream of the landfill's outflow, distorting evidence of leaching (R. Longest, interview, 7 March 2017) . In addition, in their lawsuit against the DEQ, SELC is challenging Alcoa's creation of a shell corporation, Badin Park, to shield them from projected clean-up costs if they are indicted (C. Taylor, interview, 13 June 2018) .
Despite overwhelming evidence of negligence, Alcoa stubbornly maintains a narrative of corporate responsibility: "we live our sustainability value every day, with a goal of leaving a positive impact everywhere we operate". 9 Alcoa's claim to innocence is contradicted by their failure to remediate Badin's toxic sites, according to Roberta:
Alcoa moved out the building, but they didn't take the dirt. They didn't take the land. And that's what we raising sand about. You left all this stuff around our community ...
When you see a flame burnin' and nobody don't have to light it, what's under there?
Methane. And it keeps burnin' and burnin' and burnin'. But guess where it was burnin'? In our community. In our community! Focusing on landfills can reduce environmental racism's socio-spatial complexity to over discrimination (Pulido 2000) ; yet the West Badin case suggests a complex geopolitical entanglement of race and toxicity that bolster state and corporate claims to innocence (Pulido et al. 2016) . Racism operates through the normalisation of oppression. Toxicity materialises atmospheric racism into a mundane fact of everyday life, masking the structural forces producing these conditions, and enabling state and capital to shift responsibility onto those most affected: "so hard now to separate what was them/from what we were" (Brand 2006:6) . For Black residents of waste landscapes, atmospheric racism becomes pixellated into their very air and water (Dillon and Sze 2016) , invisiblised until those heightened moments when toxicity's imperceptible workings become apparent. In West Badin, the chemical fire sparked a dormant potential for political action, exposing the structural backdrop of atmospheric anti-Blackness, a fugitive moment (Moten 2009) that incited the possibility of rejecting Alcoa and the state's insistence on innocence. In the CCWBC community meeting, Frances' reflection on the fire momentarily allowed residents to disentangle from their identification with the company, catalysing an outpouring of suppressed grievances that redirected culpability. At a CCWBC meeting soon after, when community members struggled with holding Alcoa accountable, Joe issued a stark reminder:
Look at what happened in Flint, Michigan ... You cannot trust municipalities, governments and companies to protect your lives. We've got to step up to the bat. We got to become a walking mouth. Because people aren't listening.
There is a feigned innocence about racial capitalism that belies its monstrosity. Capital narrates its own history as hard work and technological improvement arcing towards progress, a story that continually erases evidence of the devastation it wreaks. In Alcoa's narrative, environmental toxicity and occupational injuries appear incidental, as though dealt by the hand of fate. Alcoa's claim to innocence buttresses harm and misdirects culpability, an intimate monstrosity that causes Badin's workers and residents to wonder if they are complicit in the monstrous web that subjugates them. The next section examines another node of Badin's toxic web, Badin Lake, and the perversion of environmental relations that undermine security.
Pleasure
Let us not invoke the natural world, it's ravaged like any battlefield, like any tourist island, like any ocean we care to name, like oxygen. (Brand 2006:42) A vivid print hangs in Tillie Rae's living room, painted by her son-in-law: an inviting beach, a tree branch overhanging, a golf course beyond. A lone figure stands fishing. Tillie Rae tells me that whenever her son Johnny Jr. visits her, he returns to Badin Lake where he learned to fish: "That's what his father used to look like. It was a way of life and you would be happy to do these little outlets ... you don't know that the water's contaminated ... all you know is that you're enjoying it ..."
The caption reads: "Where's Johnny Jr., Mama Tillie Rae? Johnny's Gone Fishin'."
The painter adds: "After working hard all week, there must be something therapeutic about the lake, the fishing pole, or both."
Badin Lake was integral to West Badin life. Segregated access to the lake resulted in a Black-only haven, where residents enjoyed solitary and communal time in a forest clearing secluded from white surveillance. Once a source of pleasure, awareness of the lake's function as a toxic waste sink has refigured Badin Lake as a site of pain. In this section, I analyse how the lake, enfolded into the town's ecology, reveals a dystopic dreamscape where nature further enmeshes racialised and nonhuman subjects in a toxic web, undermining environmental security (Dillon and Sze 2016) .
Black exclusion from recreational amenities such as the golf club and swimming pools ensured their reliance upon the lake as a space of leisure. As Alton reflected: "that's the only place we had coming up was the lake. We didn't have no cars, we couldn't go to the parks and all." Roberta described the lake's historical segregation: "They put us on the dark side. We called it the 'Black Side'. We had one pier. There was mud over there. But we enjoyed it because that's where they put us."
While the white picnic area was visible from town, "the Black side" was located in a forested area, obscured from white view. Despite, or perhaps due to, segregation, West Badin residents recall idyllic times at the lake. At church picnics, people would fry carp and other fish. Young women would sit on the pier, showing off their latest swimwear. Surrounded by "a loving village", in Frances' words, children would hunt Easter eggs as laughing teenagers pushed one another into the water. Morris fondly shared: "I swam in the lake, we all swam. That's where I learned to swim. If you stayed down there long enough they would throw you in the water, so you better start swimming!"
West Badin exemplifies a counter-history of Black environmental relations, disrupting narratives of Black non-participation in swimming, hiking and outdoor activities (Finney 2014). Beyond being a nexus of sociality, the lake and surrounding woods provided West Badin residents with abundant sustenance. Fishing and hunting were a way of life, transmitted through generations, and an avenue to nutritional self-sufficiency. Morris learned to hunt when he was eight, accompanying neighbours who lent him poles and bullets to practice:
I did all of our hunting and fishing in the Badin area ... We didn't have much in the household so sometimes I would go fishing ... take them home for the evening meal and be at school on time for 8 o'clock class.
Fishing, for subsistence and recreation, has increased Black vulnerability to toxins. The lake is a submerged century-old archive of toxic outflows from the smelting facility since 1915. Regulations have done little to mitigate contamination, as the DEQ has lowered pollution thresholds to benefit Alcoa (Taylor 2015) , exemplifying state collusion with industry (Pulido et al. 2016 ). Former and current West Badin residents, many of them subsistence fishers, have ingested poisoned fished for generations, a ghostly residue (Murphy 2016) of historical segregation, leading to discriminate toxic exposure.
Joe first became aware of the factory-to-lake toxic pathway working as an Alcoa supervisor:
On a real windy day, we used to have what they call blowouts in the reactor [s] , the machines that suck the fumes off the pots ... [In] a power outage, the reactors would shut down. All the fumes would go up in the air ... you could see film on top of the lake.
There was something going in the water ... And it just settled down in there so you know it's there. So I stopped swimming ... started cutting back on eating fish from down there.
Most West Badin residents no longer enjoy the lake, since integration allowed access to swimming pools, and fishing as a hobby fell away. Nevertheless, growing awareness of toxicity has defiled the comfort Black residents once derived from the lake. Every person I spoke with pointed out the state advisories, erected in 2009, warning residents to limit fish consumption due to high PCB concentrations. In 2013, Alcoa "remediated" the lake by capping loose sediment-a state-approved plan that environmental advocates argue is inadequate and particularly concerning for poorer Black residents who continue to fish for sustenance (Taylor 2012) .
What is Black pleasure to racial capitalism? When people speak of times past at Badin Lake, I picture the abandon of teenagers flirting, children playing in the An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste muck, parents scolding them for wandering too close to the water. The lake provided a space outside the confines of the plant, work, and town, where West Badin residents could, as Roberta suggested, "enjoy as the white folks did". A tenuous thread connects pain and pleasure: Black life amidst suffering may be an excess that endures beyond oppression (Moten 2009), or, in coping with desperation, an illusory attempt to read choice into sites of violence (Sharpe 2010) . Badin Lake floats on this boundary, as the intimate ecology connecting aluminum plant, company town and lake has refigured pleasure itself as a source of pain. Awareness of toxicity distorts pleasure: carp and catfish now signify harm rather than sustenance, and the lake's deceptive clarity is tainted by the toxicity's everpresent threat. For most, pleasure has become a nostalgic memory, recast through contamination.
Badin Lake reveals how nature is "ravaged like any battlefield" (Brand 2006:42) . Natural landscapes set apart from industrial urbanisation as pristine wilderness embody the commodification of nature for recreation (Cronon 1996) . Racism further complicates the production of nature: toxicity produces environmental insecurity for inhabitants of Black geographies (Dillon and Sze 2016) , while nature-as-recreation, designed for white consumption, is made inaccessible for those whose environmental traditions, such as subsistence hunting and fishing, express a relation other than commodification (Finney 2014). Thus, nature instantiates atmospheric anti-Blackness (Fanon 2004) , as fish, meat, water, and air become conduits of racialised toxicity.
Industrial wastes flowing between Badin's landscapes of production and preservation reveal the untenability of pristine nature as a source of Black pleasure. Yet contamination has also catalysed an awareness of the broader relational network of which West Badin is part. Lib and Devon expressed dismay that sport fishers and athletes continue to use the lake for casual recreation. Seeing Latino families at the lake on weekends, they wondered about the efficacy of fish advisory signs for those ignorant of the lake's history. They related their concern for their own safety and for others in a conversation with environmental scientists:
Devon: If it's going into the water system ... about how far do they believe it will affect the people on down toward Norwood. They said they really couldn't tell ... if the deer are probably drinking out of the creek, you wonder about that.
Lib: And then they hunt, you kill deers ... So if you are eating the meat ... The deer's got to be affected by something from the water.
For Morris, toxicity has clarified the importance of environmental relations that enable community self-determination. While he began fishing to support his family, it "has become a passion and I credit that to the people that lived in the community that taught me how to hunt and fish". An avid professional fisher, and often the only Black member of fishing clubs, Morris dreams of building youth fishing clubs across the country.
West Badin residents' desire to seek pleasure in nature offers a glimpse of a Black fugitive imagination (Moten 2009) that emerges from within conditions of environmental insecurity. If racial capitalism is sustained through designating Black geographies as polluted and pathological, abolitional ecologies invert this racial order by "claiming and dwelling in the monstrosity of the flesh" (Weheliye 2014:137) . For some in West Badin, dwelling in capitalism's intimate monstrosity has inspired a commitment to interdependence rooted in the shared materiality of suffering (ibid.).
Closing
On reading this someone will say / God, is there no happiness then ... some words can make you weep, / when they're uttered ... they break all places intended and known. (Brand 2006:89, 99) Anti-Blackness operates at multiple scales simultaneously: structural racism creates toxic microenvironments that alter racialised bodies materially. Originating in the crucible of aluminum smelting, toxins were carried outward through multiple pathways. Particulate matter vented through smokestacks settled in gardens, noted by children playing as "that white stuff". Industrial discard piled in the landfill circulated through homes. Chemical agents inhaled and absorbed accumulated in bodily organs. Toxic sludge diffused into groundwater, consumed by fish and deer. We can only speculate on the toxic burden carried by Black bodies, and how structural injustice's material and affective imprints will shape future lives.
Racialised toxicity suggests that racial capitalism cannot be understood through structural analyses alone, demanding that we attend to its intimate infusions that complicate relations to state and science (Grimmer 2017) in enacting abolitional political ecologies (Heynen 2016) . Racialised toxicity reminds us of how these intimate operations entangle us materially and affectively: how complicity is engendered through care-laden interactions of bodies and toxins; how corporate and state unaccountability produce atmospheric racism, infusing racialised bodies; and how environmental insecurity, while destroying environmental pleasure, may reveal interconnectedness through shared vulnerability. Racial capitalism's intimate monstrosity becomes normalised in everyday life and livelihood. In its 20 th century industrial iteration, toxins supplement ball and chain, creating a different kind of monster. The monster feeds on intimacythrough the racial geopolitics that complicate subjectivity, and through the toxic ecologies that undo them. West Badin residents' struggles with the intimacies of race and waste are a generational inheritance extending beyond the space and time of production. As innocence, care and pleasure have been distorted to serve racial capitalism, Alcoa has become more real to people than their own lives. Yet despite deep loyalty to Alcoa, CCWBC members persist, not only to remediate West Badin's toxic sites, but to retell their story in West Badin and beyond. Despite negligence and discrimination, the plant closing felt like an intimate betrayal to those who had taken great pride in their work, as Joe did: "You really almost went in tears when they said they were gonna shut it down. I couldn't believe it. It was running too good. Just broke a lot of hearts." Raymond's An Intimate Inventory of Race and Waste heartbreak lies in "living through it" when others did not survive; he experiences guilt at exposing his family and community to toxins, and shame for not speaking sooner. Forrest's pride and Raymond's shame are mirrored reflections of how corporate exploitation and state neglect produce a sense of complicity. However, Brand suggests a rethinking with and through complicity. Underlying both pride and guilt is the realisation of how Black life, death and suffering are interpellated into the very infrastructures of modernity. These entanglements of racialised toxicity "offer pathways to distinctive understandings of suffering that serve as the speculative blueprint for new forms of humanity, which are defined above all by overdetermined conjurings of freedom" (Weheliye 2014:14) , blueprints in which Blackness is a compass to remappings of vulnerability, enfolding human and nonhuman life. Perhaps this is the task of inventory: to rupture the material and affective grammar of anti-Blackness, "to break all places intended and known" (Brand 2006:99) to reveal glimpses of freedom dreams seeded into the intimate monstrosity.
9 Kevin McKnight, Alcoa's Chief Sustainability Officer and Vice President of Environment, Health and Safety, quoted in Business Wire, 2015. http://news.alcoa.com/press-release/alc oa-named-sustainability-leader-dow-jones-indices-fourteenth-consecutive-year (last accessed 9 July 2018).
